ABSTRACT. Let X be a Peano continuum. Let 2 x (resp., C(X)) be the space of all nonempty compacta (resp., subcontinua) of X with the Hausdorff matric. Let w be a Whitney map defined on X = 2 x or C( X) such that w is admissible (this requires the existence of a certain type of deformation of X). If X = C( X), assume X contains no free arc. Then, for any to E (0, w(X)), it is proved that w-I(to), w-I( [O, to]), and
Introduction.
A continuum is a nonempty compact connected metric space. A Peano continuum is a locally connected continuum. The hyperspaces of a continuum X are the spaces 2 x = {A C X: A is nonempty and compact} and C( X) = {A E 2 x : A is connected} metrized with the Hausdorff metric [21] . Let FI(X) = {{x}:
x E X}. A Whitney map for a hyperspace :JC of X is a continuous function "': :JC--[0, +00) such that "'({x}) = 0 for each {x} E FI(X) and if A, BE:JC and A C B 7' = A, then ",(A) < ", (B) . Intuitively, a Whitney map is a size function. If '" is a Whitney map for :JC and 0,,;;;; t < ",(X) then ",-I(t) is called a Whitney level; if 0< t < ",(X), then ",-I(t) is called a positive Whitney level. Thus, a Whitney level consists of compacta or continua in X of the same "size". Basic facts about Whitney maps and Whitney levels are in [21] . We note that Whitney levels are coverings of X which, as t gets close to zero, converge to ",-1(0) and consist of compacta of small diameter. Note that ",-1(0) = FI(X) and, hence, ",-1(0) is homeomorphic to X. Thus, as t gets close to zero, the Whitney levels" approximate" X. It is of interest to obtain information about the structure of positive Whitney levels and to determine those properties which are preserved by the convergence of positive Whitney levels to the zero level. Resultsa about this could be used to determine properties of X. This is in analogy with the use of nerves of covers-the nerves correspond to polyhedra, these polyhedra" approximate" the original space as the mesh of the covers approaches zero, and properties of these polyhedra determine various properties of the original space.
In this paper our study of the structure of positive Whitney levels focuses on conditions under which positive Whitney levels in hyperspaces of Peano continua are Hilbert cubes. In [7] Curtis and Schori proved that for any Peano continuum X, 2 x is a Hilbert cube and, if X contains no free arc, C( X) is a Hilbert cube. It can be shown that if all positive Whitney levels in 2 x or C( X) are absolute retracts, then X has trivial shape (use ideas in the proof of (2.11». In 14.61 of [21] it was shown that there is a Whitney map for 2 x when X is an arc such that some positive Whitney level is not connected (Whitney levels in C( X) are always connected [11, p. 1032] ). In [24, pp. 277-278] it was shown that there is a Whitney map for C( X) when X is a 2-cell such that some positive Whitney level is not acyclic. Thus, even when X is an absolute retract, it is not possible to obtain an exact analogue for positive Whitney levels of the Curtis-Schori theorem. However, by imposing a certain general condition on the Whitney map, we do obtain an analogue of the Curtis-Schori theorem. This condition requires that there exist a deformation of the hyperspace which continuously pulls any set of positive Whitney size down to a set of size zero (see (2. 1». If such a deformation exists for a given Whitney map, then we say that the Whitney map is admissible. Our analogue of the Curtis-Schori theorem is in (4.1), and some special cases of (4.1) are in (4.2), (4.6), and (4.8) . A similar type of result for "bottoms" and "tops" of hyperspaces is in (4.10) . In connection with these results we mention that positive Whitney levels in 2 x have not been determined before for any continuum X. We also note that these results can be used to determine positive Whitney levels in hyperspaces of nonlocally connected continua (see the discussion following (4.12».
The result in (4.2) is especially important for our investigation into those properties which are preserved by the convergence of positive Whitney levels to the zero level. A topological property P is said to be strongly Whitney-reversible [21, p. 453] provided that whenever X is a continuum such that all positive Whitney levels in C( X) have property P for some Whitney map for C( X), then X has property P. In [21 and 23] a number of properties were shown to be strongly Whitney-reversible, e.g., unicoherence, dim.;;; n, trivial shape, acyclicity, etc. As a simple consequence of (4.2), we obtain the following result in (4.3): If P is a topological property which the Hilbert cube has but which the cone over some Peano continuum does not have, then P is not a strong Whitney-reversible property. Thus, we are able to show that a number of properties are not strongly Whitney-reversible (see (4.4) and (4.5».
The results in (4.4) and (4.6) answer questions raised in [21] . These questions are discussed in the paragraph following (4.2) and in (4.7).
The paper is organized in the following way. In §2 we obtain results about admissible Whitney maps and their Whitney levels. Existence theorems for these maps are in (2.13) through (2.17). The material in §2 will be used in the proofs of our main results. Since many of the results in §2 are for arbitrary continua, it seems that these results are of interest independent of their applications in this paper. In §3 we prove two Z-set lemmas for Whitney levels of admissible Whitney maps «3.2) and (3.3». These two lemmas are analogues of 5.4 of [8] and are used in the proof of (4.1). In §4 we state and prove our main results. Near the end of §4 we raise some questions related to the work in the paper. (1.1) THEOREM [25] . Let Y be a compact metric absolute retract. If the identity map on Y is a uniform limit of Z-maps, then Y is a Hilbert cube.
We will use the following result several times. We mention that necessary and sufficient conditions on a metric d in order that Kd (defined below) be continuous have been given in [20, 3.3] .
(1.2) THEOREM. Let X be a Peano continuum. Then, X has a convex metric [1, 19] . We assume in this paper that the reader is familiar with basic ideas from hyperspace theory. Of particular importance is the notion and the properties of order arcs-see [21, pp. 56-81] .
We will use the notion of shape due to Borsuk. The reader may wish to see [16,2. 1] for a number of conditions each of which is equivalent to trivial shape for a compactum. A cell-like map (or CE map) is a continuous function whose point inverses all have trivial shape.
2. Admissible Whitney maps. The necessity of using special types of Whitney maps in this paper is discussed in § 1. The notion of an admissible Whitney map is defined in (2.1). In (2.2) we show that the existence of admissible Whitney maps is a topological invariant. In (2.3) through (2.11) we determine some basic properties of X and of positive Whitney levels under the assumption that there is an admissible Whitney map. In order to use (1.1) later, it is crucial to know that these levels are absolute retracts. This is proved in (2.9). In (2.13) we give a sufficient condition for the existence of admissible Whitney maps. The significance of (2.13) is evident from the applications of (2.14) through (2.16) in §4 (see (4.2) 
. It follows easily that h' is an w'-admissible deformation for 2x'. Therefore, w' is an admissible Whitney map for 2x'. The proof for the case of C( X) and C( X') is done the same way.
The following four results give facts about X when there is an admissible Whitney map for 2 x or C( X). Another such result is in (2.11 PROOF. If X is a Peano continuum, then 2 x and C( X) are contractible [30] . Using this fact, (2.5) follows from (2.4) .
Under the hypotheses of (2.5), we will see (in (2.9)) that all positive Whitney levels are absolute retracts. However, it follows using (2.15) that X in (2.5) need not be an absolute retract. Let us note the following consequence of (2.5). 
(X), w-l(t O ) is a retract of w-I([t o , w(X)]).
PROOF. Let h: X X [0,1] -> X be an w-admissible deformation for X. Fix to such that 0< to < w(X), and let f = w ' then O(A) = 1 and, thus, rCA) = A. Therefore, r is a retraction from f onto w-I(to)' This completes the proof of (2.7).
-I([t o , w(X)]). Let A E f. Since h(A, 1) = A, w(h(A, 1));:;' to and, since h(A,O) E FI(X), w(h(
By using (2.7) we obtain the following more definitive version of half of (2.4).
(2.8) THEOREM. Assume that there is an admissible Whitney map w for X = 2 x or C( X). If X is contractible, then w-I(to) is contractible for each to
is homeomorphic to X and, hence, by (2.4), ",-I(t O ) is contractible. Thus, we assume that to > 0. We also assume that to < ",(X) since if to = ",(X), ",-I(t O ) = {X} and, hence, is contractible. Let G: By using (2.7) we obtain the following result for Peano continua (compare with (2.5) and (2.6)). This result is important for the proof of (4.1).
(2.9) THEOREM. If there is an admissible Whitney map'" for 2 X or qX) and if X is a Peano continuum, then ",-I(t O ) is an absolute retract for each to such that ° < to < ",(X).
PROOF. Since X is a Peano continuum, we have by the remark in [13, p. 29] 
that ",-I([t o , ",(X)])
is an absolute retract. Therefore, by (2.7), ",-I(tO) is an absolute retract.
The following general result determines many properties of positive Whitney levels when the Whitney map is admissible. 
-images of all hyperspaces. In particular, ",-I(t O ) is an arcwise connected continuum which has trivial shape (and, thus, is acyclic).

PROOF. Fix to such that 0< to < ",(X), and let r = ",-I([t o , ",(X)])
. We see that r is a continuum by using [13,2.3] with Al = X if X = 2 x and, in addition, using [13,2.6 ] if X = q X). Hence, q r) is a hyperspace (of a continuum). For each i:£ E qr), let f( i:£) = U i:£. By [13, p. 23] , f is a continuous function from qr) into 2x. If X = qX), then each i:£ E qr) is a subcontinuum of qX) and, thus, by [13, l.2] ,fmaps qf) into qX). Hence, whether X = 2 x or qX), fis a continuous function from qr) into X. Therefore, since f(i:£) :l A for any A E i:£ E qr), f maps qr) into r. Let g: r -> qr) be given by g(A) = {A} for each A E r. Then, g is a right inverse of f. Therefore,f is an r-map from qr) onto r. By (2.7), there is a retraction r from r onto ",-I(t O )' Hence, r 0 fis an r-map from C(r) onto ",-I(t o )' Thus, we have proved that ",-I(t O ) is an r-image of a hyperspace. This completes the proof of (2.10) since the properties listed in the second part of (2.10) are known to be r-invariants and are known to be properties of all hyperspaces (see [21] ).
By (2.10), all positive Whitney levels have trivial shape when the Whitney map is admissible. We now show that X has trivial shape. PROOF. Let t be any number such that ° < t < "'( X). By (2.7), there is a retraction
We see that ~ is a retraction from X onto ",- 
Hence, (1) of (2.13) and, letting d denote the metric for X obtained from the norm on the Banach space, we see that 1{; also satisfies (2) of (2.13). Therefore, (2.14) follows from (2.13).
The following result will be of significant value in §4. It will be used to prove (4.2), and (4.2) will be used to obtain some of our main results about strong Whitney-reversible properties (see (4.3) as a subset of the subspace EX {o} of the Banach space EX RI. Let v = (e, 1) E E X RI be fixed. Let X' denote the subset of EX RI obtained by joining each point of Y' to v by a convex arc in E X RI. Then, X' is a compact starshaped subset of EX RI and, since Y is compact, X and X' are homeomorphic. Therefore, (2.15) now follows from (2.14) and (2.2).
As the proof of the following result shows, (2.13) can be applied to continua which can not be embedded in a Banach space so as to be starshaped. The result will be used in the proof of (4.8 
It is easy to see that D is a metric giving the original topology on X. Define 1{;: X X [0, 1] -> X by letting 1{;( x, t) denote the unique point on the arc from p to x such that
D(p, 1{;(x, t)) = t· D(p, x).
It follows easily that 1{; is continuous. Also, 1{; satisfies (1) of (2.13) and, by using (*) above, we see that 1{; satisfies (2) of (2.13). Therefore, by (2.13), there are admissible
Whitney maps for 2 x and C(X).
A dendroid is an arcwise connected hereditarily unicoherent continuum. A dendroid X is smooth provided that for some point p E X, the familiar weak cut point partial order ";;;;'p with respect to p [15] is closed (as a subset of X X X). The following result will be used in the proof of (4.8). Since every dendrite is a smooth dendroid, the result generalizes and strengthens the part of (2.16) concerning C( X) -see (4.9).
(2.17) THEOREM. If X is any smooth dendriod, then every Whitney map for C(X) is admissible.
PROOF. Let X be a dendroid which is smooth at a point p, let ";;;;'p be as above, and let w be an Whitney map for C(X). As in the proof of (2.16), the radically convex metric d for X satisfying (*) exists. Each A E C( X) has a unique zero, z( A), with respect to ";;;;'p, and the function z: C(X) ..... X is continuous [3,p. 42]. Now, fix an A E C(X). Let ";;;;'z(A) denote the weak cut point partial order on A with respect to z( A). We note that A is a dendroid which is smooth at z( A), and that the restriction of d to A is a metric which is radially convex with respect to , , ;;;;, z(A). Define o/A:
.. A by letting o/A(a, t) denote the unique point on the arc from z(A) to a such that d(z(A), o/A(a, t)) = t· d(z(A), a).
It follows easily that o/A is continuous. Now define h: C(X) X [0,1] ..... C(X) by letting, for each (A, t) E C(X) X [0,1], h(A,t)= {o/A(a,t):aEA}.
The continuity of h follows from the smoothness of X, the continuity of z, and the continuity, for each A E C(X), of o/A. It follows easily that h is w-admissible deformation for C( X). Therefore, we have proved (2.17).
3. Two Z-set lemmas. The two lemmas proved in (3.2) and (3.3) are analogues for Whitney levels of 5.4 of [8] . The lemmas will be used in the proof of (4.1).
The following proposition is easy to prove. It will be used in this section and in §4. 
. C(X) be a continuous function such that for each B E ~,o(B) is an order arc in X. Let to E [0, w(X)] and assume that for each B E ~,o(B) n w-I(to) =/= 0.
Then,for each B E ~,o(B) n w-I(to) consists of exactly one point of w-I(t O )' denoted by olo(B), and the function OlD: ~ ..... w-I(t O ) is continuous. (3.2) LEMMA. Let X be a Peano continuum and let A be a closed subset of X such that A has nonempty interior in X. Assume that A does not contain any free arc in X. If w is an admissible Whitney map for H = 2 X or C(X), then, for each to such that 0< to < w(X), {B E w-I(to): B ::J A} is a Z-set in w-I(t O ).
PROOF. Let h: X X [0,1] ..... X be an w-admissible deformation for X. Fix to such that ° < to < w( X). Fix s such that ° < s < 1. Let g: X ..... X be as defined in the second part of the proof, p. 163, of 5.4 of [8] . Since g(B) = U {r(b): bE B} for each b E X, we have the following fact:
(1) If B 1 , B2 E X and BI C B 2 , then g(B 1 ) C g(B2).
By 5.4 of [8]
, we can assume that g is near enough to the identity map on X so that (2) [8] . We will make significant use of the formula for g later on. For now we note that if the diameter of the free arc J is small, then g is near the identity map on 2x. Thus (since A contains free arcs of arbitrarily small diameter), we can assume that J is small enough so that w(g(X» > to and, by using (*), so that (* 
If Y is a sub continuum of X, then let K(·, " Y) denote the restriction of Kd in
.;;;; tfor some z E E} .
If the restriction of d to Y is a convex metric, then, by
For convenience in the formulas which will come later, we let
On the next few pages we will define a mapping I/; and (1f;(t, B) : 0.;;;; t .;;;; 8} is an order arc in 2x. The complexity of the definition of I/; is necessitated by the complexity and apparently unavoidable use of g and by the requirement that I/;(t, B) f£ 2~ for any
The continuity of I/; depends on the continuity of the "growth" functions K, the continuity of g, and the "phasing out" of the growth inside J. We will not prove the continuity of 1/;. In Diagrams 1 and 2 we illustrate two particular cases of the formula for 1/;. These diagrams should be useful in understanding I/; and the continuity of 1/;. 
Ug(B), ift,,;;;;b+,,;;;;I, 
Ug(B), if b-+ 1 ,,;;; b+";;; 1, 
Ug(B), if b-+ 1 ,,;;; b+";;; 1,
Ug(B) if (b-+ 1)/2,,;;; b+";;; 1, License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 
if -b-";;; b+ ,.;;; 1 + 2b-,
This completes the definition of 1/;. To complete the proof of this lemma, we will use (3.1) in a manner sirtrilar to its use in the proof of (3.2). However, as we will see below, this involves several cases, depending on ",(XI) and ",(X 2 ). For each s such that 0,.;;; s < 1, let tl(S) and t 2 (s) be defined as
Then for each s such that 0,.;;; s < 1,0 ,.;;; tl(S) ,.;;; tis) < to. We may assume that J is small enough and s is near enough to 1 so that for each BE ",- 
This diagram is for a fixed b-such that -< b-< -2/3 and selected values of b+ ; the arrows indicate the directions in which "growth" is allowed; the dots represent points belonging to g( B). The following corollary will be used in (4.3) through (4.5) to show that a number of properties are not strongly Whitney-reversible. PROOF. Use (2.15) and (4.1).
Recall from § 1 the definition of a strong Whitney-reversible property and, from [2, p. 30] , the definitions of local n-connectedness and LC n for n = 0, 1,2, ... ,00. In [22, Theorem 4] it was shown that local O-connectedness is strongly Whitney-reversible. Thus, it is natural to wonder if the higher degrees of local connectedness are strongly Whitney-reversible. In 14.57 of [21] it was asked if the property of being an absolute retract and if the property of being an absolute neighborhood retract are strongly Whitney-reversible. The following easy consequence of (4.2) shows that these properties, as well as many other properties, are not strongly Whitney- By recalling the proof of (4.3), we can obtain some information not explicitly stated in (4.4). For example, let X be the cone over a one-dimensional Peano continuum which is not locally contractible; then, using the proof of (4.3), we see that the property of being an absolute retract is not strongly Whitney-reversible even for two-dimensional continua X. In connection with this fact, we note that being an absolute retract is strongly Whitney reversible for one-dimensional continua (use [22, Theorem 4; 23,4.3 and 2, 13.5, p. 138]). Now let X be a continuum such that for some Whitney map w for 2 x or C(X), w-1 (t) is an absolute retract for all 0 < t < w( X). Then, using ideas in the proof of (2.11), we see that X has trivial shape. Hence, if X is an absolute neighborhood retract, X is an absolute retract. Thus, a finite-dimensional continuum which is used to show that being an absolute retract is not strongly Whitney-reversible must fail to be locally contractible (by [2,10.4, p. 122] ). However, by applying the proof of (4.3) to the cone over the continuum in 11.1 of [2, p. 124], we see that the property of being an absolute retract is not strongly Whitney-reversible for locally contractible continua in general. Finally, noting that all of our examples for (4.4) are cones and, hence, are contractible, we mention that contractibility is not Whitney-reversible [23,3.7] . We do not know if contractibility is Whitney-reversible or strongly Whitney-reversible for Peano continua.
The following theorem will be used in (4.7) to answer some questions in [21] .
admissible Whitney map for X, then
is an open near-homeomorphism. This fact follows immediately from (2.12), [7] , and 43.1 of [5, p. 103] .
In [10] some geometric models are constructed for C(X) when X is not locally connected by using results about intervals of continua [9] and results from infinitedimensional topology. By using theorems in this section and techniques in [10] , some geometric models can be constructed for Whitney levels in C(X) and 2 x when X is not locally connected. For example, letting X be the continuum drawn below, the authors have constructed geometric models for each Whitney level in C( X) using the Whitney map in [28, p. 275] . One can see from these models that each positive Whitney level is arc-smooth (for definition, see [12] ). Thus, arc-smoothness is not strongly Whitney-reversible since X is not even contractible. It is known that contractibility is not Whitney-reversible [23,3.7] ; it would be of interest to know if arc-smoothness is Whitney-reversible.
X
We conclude this paper with some questions concerning the material in §2. By examining the proofs of (2.13)-(2.16),(4.2),(4.6), and (4.8), it can be seen that the Whitney maps wand p. in (4.2), (4.6) and (4.8) can be chosen so that p. = wi C(X). Recalling the results in (2.4), (2.5) and (2.11), we ask the following question. (4.14) QUESTION. If there is an admissible Whitney map for 2 x or C(X), then must X be contractible?
Finally, we remark that it would be of interest to determine when Whitney levels are Hilbert cube manifolds. The following example indicates some of the subtleties involved with this problem.
